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ABSTRACT
We present a grid on non-linear convective type-II Cepheid models. The dense model
grids are computed for 0.6M⊙ and a range of metallicities ([Fe/H]=−2.0, −1.5, −1.0),
and for 0.8M⊙ ([Fe/H] = −1.5). Two sets of convective parameters are considered.
The models cover the full temperature extent of the classical instability strip, but are
limited in luminosity; for the most luminous models violent pulsation leads to the
decoupling of the outermost model shell. Hence, our survey reaches only the shortest
period RV Tau domain.
In the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram we detect two domains in which period dou-
bled pulsation is possible. The first extends through the BL Her domain and low
luminosity W Vir domain (pulsation periods ∼ 2 − 6.5 d). The second domain ex-
tends at higher luminosities (W Vir domain; periods > 9.5d). Some models within
these domains display period-4 pulsation. We also detect very narrow domains (∼10K
wide) in which modulation of pulsation is possible. Another interesting phenomenon
we detect is double-mode pulsation in the fundamental mode and in the fourth radial
overtone. Fourth overtone is a surface mode, trapped in the outer model layers. Single-
mode pulsation in the fourth overtone is also possible on the hot side of the classical
instability strip. The origin of the above phenomena is discussed. In particular, the
role of resonances in driving different pulsation dynamics as well as in shaping the
morphology of the radius variation curves is analysed.
Key words: stars: variables: Cepheids – stars: Population II – stars: oscillations –
hydrodynamics – methods: numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
Type-II Cepheids are low mass, population II stars, pulsat-
ing in the radial fundamental mode. Depending on the pul-
sation period they are divided into three classes, believed to
correspond to different evolutionary stages (although this
is based on rather old evolutionary calculations; see e.g.
Gingold 1985). BL Her stars, with periods between 1 and 4 d,
are crossing the instability strip (IS) evolving from the blue
part of the Zero-Age Horizontal Branch (ZAHB) towards the
Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB). W Vir stars, with periods
between 4 and 20 d, loop back into IS as a result of instabil-
ities in two-shell burning along the AGB. Finally, RV Tau
stars, with periods above 20 d, cross the IS as they evolve
away from the AGB. Characteristic feature and discrimi-
nant of the RV Tau class is the phenomenon of period dou-
bling. The light curve is characterized by alternating deep
and shallow brightness minima/maxima. The effect seems to
appear at periods above 20 d. The division into three classes
⋆ E-mail: smolec@camk.edu.pl
is out of necessity arbitrary. Recently it was found that the
prototype of the W Vir class (with P ≈ 17.3 d) displays low
amplitude alternations (Templeton & Henden 2007) just as
is characteristic for RV Tau class. Type-II Cepheids follow
a distinct period-luminosity relation and may be used as
distance indicators (e.g. Catelan & Smith 2015).
Pulsation dynamics of type-II Cepheids is very interest-
ing. The longer the period, the more irregularities in the light
curves appear. Irregular pulsations are observed in W Vir
and RV Tau classes. In the latter class, irregular pulsations
are observed on top of the pronounced period doubling alter-
nations (e.g. Soszyn´ski et al. 2008, 2011). These phenomena
are now better understood thanks to non-linear modelling
of pulsation. The largest survey of type-II Cepheid models
published so far, was conducted by Kova´cs & Buchler (1988)
who used purely radiative, lagrangian pulsation code. They
reproduced the period doubling effect, which was later un-
derstood as arising due to half-integer resonance between the
pulsation modes (Moskalik & Buchler 1990). The models of
Kova´cs & Buchler show so-called period doubling route to
chaos; through successive period doubling bifurcations the
c© 2015 RAS
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deterministic chaos is reached. Other route to chaos revealed
in their models is due to tangent bifurcation. The period
doubling domain starts at pulsation periods around 10 d in
their models, much too short as compared with observations
(∼20 d).
Period-4 pulsations were not clearly revealed in obser-
vations yet (see however Pollard et al. 2000, our analysis
of OGLE-III data for the star they reported does not re-
veal period-4 behaviour). Based on hydrodynamic modelling
however, it seems reasonable that irregularities observed in
type-II Cepheids are due to deterministic chaos, which may
be reached through a period doubling cascade or through
other route. In fact chaos was detected in type-II Cepheids of
RV Tau type (R Scuti and AC Her; Buchler, Kolla´th & Serre
1996; Kolla´th et al. 1998) and in several semi-regular vari-
ables (Buchler, Kolla´th & Cadmus 2004), and in Mira-type
variable (Kiss & Szatma´ry 2003), which are even more lu-
minous.
The strong support for the conclusions arising from
relatively simple, 1D non-linear models came out just re-
cently, with the discovery of period doubling in BL Her-
type star with 2.4 d pulsation period (Soszyn´ski et al. 2011;
Smolec et al. 2012). The existence of period doubling effect
in BL Her class was predicted 20 years earlier, based on hy-
drodynamic calculations of Buchler & Moskalik (1992) (see
also Fadeyev & Fokin 1985), who found the effect in a series
of radiative models with periods between 2 and 2.6 d. They
traced the origin of the phenomenon to the 3:2 resonance be-
tween the fundamental mode and the first overtone, which
was later confirmed with hydrodynamic calculations includ-
ing turbulent convection aimed to model the only period
doubled BL Her star currently known (Smolec et al. 2012).
The systematic survey of type-II Cepheid models with
updated microphysics data, convective pulsation codes and
realistic model parameters was not conducted since the
work of Kova´cs & Buchler (1988), although some limited
model surveys were computed, e.g. of BL Her-type mod-
els by Di Criscienzo et al. (2007). In two recent papers
Smolec & Moskalik (2012, 2014) also focused on BL Her-
type models and showed that the models with decreased
eddy viscous dissipation display a wealth of dynamical be-
haviours, from periodic and quasi-periodic modulation of
pulsation, akin to the Blazhko effect observed in RR Lyr
stars (Smolec & Moskalik 2012), to deterministic chaos
with all its features known from textbook chaotic sys-
tems, including period doubling and intermittent routes
to chaos, stable period-k (even and odd) domains within
chaotic bands, type-I and type-III intermittency or crises
bifurcation [Smolec & Moskalik (2014); narrow windows of
chaotic oscillations in BL Her models were also reported by
Buchler & Moskalik (1992)]. These models, although inter-
esting from dynamical point of view, are characterized by
excessive amplitudes (because of the decreased viscous dis-
sipation), as compared to observations, and cannot be re-
garded a realistic models for the bulk of BL Her stars or
type-II Cepheids. Whether the above phenomena can per-
sist in models with more realistic parameters was not studied
so far. It is the goal of the present investigation to analyse
the realistic, convective pulsation models of type-II Cepheids
with up-to-date microphysics data.
2 MODELS
All models were computed with the non-linear convective
pulsation codes of Smolec & Moskalik (2008a). These are
one-dimensional and lagrangian codes that implement the
Kuhfuß (1986) model of turbulent convection. Radiation is
treated in the diffusion approximation, which is numerically
not expensive. Unfortunately, it is not a good approximation
in the outermost layers of the most luminous type-II Cepheid
models. Consequently, we do not expect to get good-looking
and smooth light curves, which nicely fit the observed ones.
On the other hand, the pulsation dynamics, a subject of this
paper, captured through the analysis of radius variation,
should be reasonably modelled.
We have computed a grid of models covering the full
temperature extent of the instability strip assuming either
M = 0.6M⊙ or 0.8M⊙. Model luminosities start at 50L⊙
(RR Lyr domain) and are increased by 25L⊙ up to 600 L⊙
(0.6M⊙) or 975 L⊙ (0.8M⊙) (see Section 2.1). Along each
model sequence with constant L, models are computed with
25K step in effective temperature. This relatively dense grid
is designed to detect phenomena that may be restricted
to a narrow parameter ranges. All models adopt OPAL
opacity tables (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) supplemented at
low temperatures with Ferguson et al. (2005) opacity data.
Asplund et al. (2009) scaled solar mixture is adopted. Three
chemical compositions are considered for the 0.6M⊙ mod-
els (all with X = 0.75): Z = 0.0014 ([Fe/H] ≈ −1.0), Z =
0.0004 ([Fe/H] ≈ −1.5) and Z = 0.00014 ([Fe/H] ≈ −2.0);
the intermediate chemical composition is adopted for more
massive models.
Our models are essentially the same as those in
Smolec et al. (2012). The model is divided into 150 mass
shells extending down to 2×106 K. The masses of 110 shells
below the anchor zone, which is located at 11 000K, increase
geometrically inward, while shells above the anchor zone
have equal mass, except the outermost two shells which are
given a factor 2 extra weight (see Section 2.1). Our basic set
of convective parameters, set A in the following, is the same
as in Smolec et al. (2012) (see tab. 2, set P1, therein) and
was used for successful modelling of the only BL Her star
with period doubling. It assures reasonable pulsation ampli-
tudes and light curve shapes, at least in the least luminous
models. We also explore the effect of stronger eddy viscous
dissipation, i.e. in set B we set the eddy viscosity parameter
to αm = 0.5 instead of αm = 0.25.
Each of the models in our dense model grid was subject
to linear non-adiabatic stability analysis. Linear periods of
the first five radial modes (fundamental and four consecu-
tive radial overtones) were computed together with the cor-
responding linear growth rates. Static structure was then
used as a starting point for the non-linear model integra-
tion, during which the lagrangian model grid was preserved.
Scaled velocity eigenvector of the fundamental mode served
as an initial perturbation. Model integration was carried for
2 000 pulsation cycles (and up to 6 000 cycles for the least
luminous models close to the boundaries of the IS), each cy-
cle covered with roughly 1 200 time steps. As growth rates
for type-II Cepheid models are large, typically after few tens
up to a few hundred of pulsation cycles the model settled
on the finite amplitude pulsation. The longer integration is
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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necessary to check the stability of pulsation and to provide
sufficiently long time-series for subsequent analysis.
Except close to the edges of the instability strip, our
models are strongly non-linear. Pulsation amplitudes are
large and light curve shapes are strongly non-sinusoidal. Pro-
nounced period doubling alternations are present over sig-
nificant parts of the HR diagram. Significant period changes
are also detected in the models. These effects are discussed
in detail in Section 3.
2.1 Dynamic instability in the most luminous
models
The initial cycles of model integration are a rather violent
phase. Because of the large growth rate of the fundamen-
tal mode and imperfect model initialization (scaled F-mode
velocity eigenfunction), the rapid growth of pulsation am-
plitude and irregular pulsation take place. Typically within
a few pulsation cycles the parasite overtone modes decay
(they are linearly strongly damped) and the amplitude grows
steadily till finite amplitude pulsation is reached (typically
after few tens – a few hundred of pulsation cycles). Initial
phase of model integration following this scenario is pre-
sented in the top panel of Fig. 1. For the more luminous
and strongly driven models the initial phase is qualitatively
different. The development of strong shocks is characteristic
for this phase. The outer layer of the model performs signif-
icant outward excursions before it contracts and settles on
finite amplitude pulsation. This is illustrated in the middle
panel of Fig. 1. This behaviour is qualitatively the same as
observed in the red giant models, see e.g. Lebzelter & Wood
(2005), their fig. 7. As luminosity exceeds a certain value,
which mostly depends on the model mass (L & 625 L⊙ for
M = 0.6M⊙ or L & 1000 L⊙ forM = 0.8M⊙) we cannot, in
general, calculate the non-linear models – they brake at the
initial phase of the integration. This is illustrated in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 1, in which we also plot the radii variation
for the 10 outer model shells. The outward excursion of the
outermost layer is too strong; it decouples from the model.
This outward excursion is driven by the strong shock that
develops during the expansion phase (marked with arrows in
Fig. 1). Only close to the edges of the IS, in models that are
not strongly driven, we can proceed to higher luminosities.
There are several numerical techniques that may be
used to pass the violent phases of model integration, but
all we have tried in conjunction with our pulsation code
fail. Shortening the time step does not help (the default
value is already very short). The rapid growth may be sup-
pressed by limiting the pulsation amplitude at the initial
phase of model integration. This may be done in several
ways, e.g. by setting the eddy viscosity parameter to a high
value, and then slowly relaxing it to the desired value dur-
ing the integration. Still the model brakes, only a bit later.
Similarly, using strong artificial viscosity in the outer layers
(to treat the shocks, Stellingwerf 1975) does not help. We
note that Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) have given some extra
weight to the outermost and penultimate zones to prevent
their decoupling during the most extreme hydrodynamic ex-
cursions. This is indeed helpful, but only for luminosities
below the limits quoted in the previous paragraph. For the
same reasons Oliver & Wood (2005) apply a non-zero exter-
nal pressure. This indeed may shift the limiting luminosity
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Figure 1. Variation of the radius of the outermost model shell at
the initial phase of model integration. In each panel the model’s
luminosity and the distance from the blue edge of the IS, ∆T , are
given. In the bottom panel radii variation for the 10 outer shells
is presented. Strong shocks developing at the expansion phase are
marked with arrows.
to somewhat larger value, but introduces another arbitrary
parameter in the calculations, which affects the pulsation
dynamics considerably.
As mentioned above, our calculations are not the first
that face the problem of the decoupling of the outer shells.
We note that the largest survey of radiative type-II Cepheid
models by Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) is in fact limited to
the same luminosity range – see their tab. 2. Majority of
their models with M = 0.6M⊙ have L 6 600 L⊙. Only
in set H they consider 800 L⊙ models with 0.6M⊙, but
these are already cool, moderately driven models with very
strong artificial viscosity (see their tab. 1). All their mod-
els with M = 0.8M⊙ have L 6 1000 L⊙. As our code and
Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) code base on the same Stellingwerf
(1975) code (see Smolec & Moskalik 2008a) we could eas-
ily turn the convection off to mimic their computations
and to study the radiative models with updated physics.
We encounter the instability at exactly the same lumi-
nosities as in the convective models. In their introduction,
Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) review the early hydrodynamic
calculations for type-II Cepheids and note that many of
the models eject mass due to strong shock waves that de-
velop in their envelopes during the expansion phase. The
strong shocks and rapid excursions of the outer stellar lay-
ers in low-mass luminous models are common in the mod-
elling of more luminous AGB and Mira-type stars and
are connected to mass loss phenomena (e.g. Wood 1974;
Tuchman, Sack & Barkat 1979; Nakata 1987). The radii
variation we detect before model brakes is in qualitative
agreement with that displayed in the just quoted studies.
The numerous experiments we have done to overpass
the violent phase were unsuccessful. We conclude that with
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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the present code, with the fixed-mass Lagrangian mesh, we
cannot overpass the violent pulsation phases. A possible fix
to the problem, is to allow some mass transfer through the
outer bondary. In this case however, the code is no longer
Lagrangian, and significant rewriting of the code’s scheme
is needed. Thus, our model survey is limited in luminosity
to 600 L⊙ for 0.6M⊙ models and 975 L⊙ for 0.8M⊙ models.
The exact limits depend on the eddy viscosity parameter and
on metallicity. In particular, for higher metallicity models of
set A, the luminosity limit is lower. For M = 0.6M⊙ and
[Fe/H] = −1.0 some models with L > 550 L⊙ in the center of
the IS brake. In the HR diagrams presented in Figs. 5, 6, 14
and 15 (top left panels) the corresponding area is hatched.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Properties of the static models
3.1.1 The stellar evolution context
In Fig. 2 we put our computation domain in the context
of stellar evolution theory. The three panels show the loca-
tion of the instability strip for 0.6M⊙ models of three dif-
ferent metallicities. Over-plotted are stellar evolution tracks
for the corresponding metallicities and for several masses
(labeled along each track) from the Dartmouth database
(Dotter et al. 2008). We note that qualitatively the same
picture emerges for BaSTI tracks (Pietrinferni et al. 2006)
(see Smolec et al. 2012). The lines of constant fundamental
mode period of 1, 4 and 20 d delineate the RR Lyr, BL Her,
W Vir and RV Tau domains. The Figure shows that BL Her
variables should evolve towards the AGB, while their masses
should cover ≈0.55−0.65M⊙ range. The lower the mass the
more luminous the track at the crossing with the instability
strip. As mass is decreased the tracks become extremely sen-
sitive to the mass. In a narrow mass range, between 0.50M⊙
and 0.54M⊙ (exact value depending on the metallicity) a
drastic transition occurs – low mass tracks evolve towards
the blue, never crossing the instability strip. In fact none
of the tracks cross the W Vir domain, except its low lu-
minosity, cool temperature part. Thus, majority of W Vir
variables should be in a different evolutionary stage than
BL Her stars. Unfortunately, in none of the modern evo-
lutionary calculations we have checked1 we find blue-loops,
first computed by Schwarzschild & Ha¨rm (1970) (see also
Gingold 1985) that enter the IS at the luminosities corre-
sponding to W Vir variables.
Our pulsation calculations do not cover the RV Tau
zone, due to the reasons explained in Sect. 2.1. These vari-
ables are expected to cross the IS while leaving the AGB.
We note however the possibility of other interesting evo-
lutionary scenario for these stars, specifically for those of
lower luminosity. The instability strip widens as luminos-
ity is increased. Since its exact width is controlled by the
eddy viscosity parameter (and metallicity; in Fig. 2 at
logL/L⊙ = 3.0 the width of the IS is equal to ≈ 1 350K
for [Fe/H] = −2.0 and to ≈1 800K for [Fe/H] = −1.0), it is
1 The following databases were searched: BaSTI
(Pietrinferni et al. 2006), PISA (Dell’Omodarme et al. 2012),
Dartmouth (Dotter et al. 2008).
not unlikely that the stars enter the instability strip while
evolving vertically, increasing the luminosity along the AGB.
3.1.2 The period-luminosity relation
Type-II Cepheids follow a distinct period-luminosity rela-
tion. Since the observed stars are subject to reddening,
in Fig. 3 we show the period-Wesenheit index relations
computed for our static models and calculated for type-II
Cepheids from the LMC (Soszyn´ski et al. 2008) using the
two-color OGLE photometry. Reddening free Wesenheit in-
dex is defined as WI = I − 1.55(V − I). For the models, V
and I-band colors were computed using the static Kurucz
(2005) atmosphere models2. LMC variables are used in the
comparison as they may be regarded as located at the same
distance; we assumed a distance modulus of 18.493mag
(Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013).
The slope of the relations is the same for the mod-
els and for the stars. It is clear however, that the lower
the mass, the better the agreement between the models
and observations. In fact Fig. 3 indicates that masses of
type-II Cepheids should be low, around 0.5M⊙, or even
below, which is in conflict with stellar evolution calcula-
tions. We stress however, that the location of the model
lines is only approximate and subject to likely large sys-
tematic errors. Their source is the use of static equilib-
rium stellar models and static atmosphere models. Pul-
sation in type-II Cepheid models is strongly driven. The
variables reach large variability amplitudes and the mean
structure of the envelope may differ from the static equi-
librium structure. This not only causes the non-linear pe-
riod changes, which will be discussed in Sect. 3.3, but also
prevents the reliable color determination for the non-linear
pulsating model. Quasi-static approach (adopting static at-
mosphere models and pulsation phase dependent bolometric
correction, see Smolec & Moskalik 2008a), which is imple-
mented in our code, is poor already in the case of more
gentle pulsations of classical Cepheids or RR Lyr stars (see
e.g. Dorfi & Feuchtinger 1999).
3.1.3 Linear periods and mode resonances
Before we discuss the properties of non-linear models, it
is important to analyse their linear properties, in par-
ticular the linear periods of radial overtones. Although
all known type-II Cepheids pulsate in the fundamental
mode, and higher order overtones are strongly damped
thorough majority of the instability strip (with an impor-
tant exception of surface modes, see below), the higher
order overtones may affect the pulsation properties of
the stars through the internal mode resonances. The two
well known resonant effects in stellar pulsation are the
so-called bump-progressions (Hertzsprung progression) ob-
served in classical Cepheids and caused by the 2:1 res-
onances (e.g. Simon & Schmidt 1976; Kova´cs & Buchler
1989; Buchler, Moskalik & Kova´cs 1990; Kienzle et al. 1999,
Sect. 3.7) and period doubling effect caused by the half-
integer resonances (e.g. Moskalik & Buchler 1990, Sect. 3.4).
Half-integer resonances may also cause the modulation of
2 http://kurucz.harvard.edu/
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pulsation (e.g. Buchler & Kolla´th 2011; Smolec & Moskalik
2012, Sect. 3.5). Thus, it is crucial to study whether and
which resonances may play a role in type-II Cepheid mod-
els. We note that periods we derive are not of asteroseismic
precision, since we are using a rather coarse model mesh.
Specifically, periods of higher order overtones may differ
from that computed with fine-grid and dedicated asteroseis-
mic pulsation codes. Our goal however, is not to make a
detailed comparison with the observations, or modelling of
the individual stars, but to understand the dynamic proper-
ties of the non-linear models. Since these models use exactly
the same grid as static equilibrium models, the results of lin-
ear analysis provide a firm and self-consistent base for the
analysis of non-linear properties of the models. Only in the
case of fully consistent linear and non-linear calculations one
can infer correlation between non-linear dynamics and mode
resonances from linear mode properties (Buchler 1990).
In the top panel of Fig. 4 we show the variation of
mode frequencies with effective temperature in a model se-
quence of 0.6M⊙ and of constant luminosity, L = 500 L⊙
([Fe/H] = −1.5). The thin dashed lines are placed at 1.5νF,
2.5νF, 3.5νF and 4.5νF, and indicate the loci o various
half-integer resonances between the fundamental mode and
higher order overtones. The thick dashed line is placed at
2.0νF and indicates the loci of the 2:1 resonances. In the bot-
tom panel the corresponding linear growth rates are plotted.
The emerging picture is very interesting. The frequencies of
the modes do not vary smoothly with the temperature. The
lines corresponding to different modes approach each other
at some temperatures, just to recede soon after. Avoided
crossings between third and fourth overtones are well visi-
ble, first crossing in between 7450K and 7400K, the second
crossing in between 5700K and 5650K. These two higher
order overtones are also unstable on the hot side of the in-
stability strip for the fundamental mode. The phenomenon is
not new and is related to so-called strange, or surface modes
(e.g. Glasner & Buchler 1993; Buchler & Kolla´th 2001, and
references therein)3. Their occurrence is related to the nar-
row hydrogen partial ionization zone which acts as a po-
tential barrier separating the star into two regions. The
pulsationally unstable overtone modes are trapped in the
outer envelope and are driven entirely in the partial hydro-
gen ionization zone. The reader is referred to a paper by
Buchler, Yecko & Kolla´th (1997) for detailed analysis of the
phenomenon, in particular of the origin of avoided crossings.
The properties of the surface modes in the case of classi-
cal Cepheid and RR Lyr models were discussed in detail
by Buchler & Kolla´th (2001), who found that higher order
overtones (8− 12 th) are trapped in the outer layers of their
models. In the case of type-II Cepheids the phenomenon is
3 There is a controversy regarding the concept of strange modes.
According to the original definition, strange mode is a mode that
does not have an adiabatic counterpart. Here we discuss modes
that have adiabatic counterparts and are trapped in the outer
layers. To avoid the confusion, we prefer to call these modes sur-
face (trapped) modes. For the discussion of the controversy see
e.g. Dziembowski & S lawin´ska (2005).
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Figure 4. Top: Radial mode frequencies as a function of model’s
effective temperature for a constant luminosity sequence. Some
integer and half-integer multiples of the fundamental mode fre-
quency are plotted with the dashed lines. Bottom: Linear growth
rates for the modes displayed in the top panel.
observed at lower order overtones (3−4 th), but otherwise it
is the same phenomenon. The analysis of Buchler & Kolla´th
(2001) indicated the plausible existence of variables associ-
ated with high order surface modes, the so-called strange
Cepheids and strange RR Lyrae stars, with amplitudes pre-
dicted to be in the mmag range. Two plausible Cepheid can-
didates were identified by Buchler et al. (2005). The same
possibility is likely for type-II Cepheids. In this paper how-
ever, we focus on the classical instability strip for the fun-
damental mode and postpone the study of the non-linear
properties of the surface modes, except the very interesting
beat models addressed in Sect. 3.6.
The apparently peculiar run of mode frequencies with
effective temperature (Fig. 4) has severe consequence for the
location of mode resonances. It is clear that both half-integer
and integer resonances may have two loci at a given lumi-
nosity level. The scenario changes with the luminosity. As a
result, in the HR diagram loci for some resonances are ‘V’
(or ‘U’) shaped. This is illustrated in a few figures in this pa-
per in which the resonance loci are plotted, in particular in
Figs. 8 and 13. We note that resonances may affect the pul-
sation properties of the models not only exactly at the reso-
nance center, determined from linear periods, but also close
to it, in the resonance band along its loci. Within the band,
non-linear phase synchronisation occurs. As an example, the
Hertzsprung bump progressions, caused by the 2:1 resonance
between the fundamental mode and the second overtone, af-
fects the shape of light curves of classical Cepheids in a wide
period range. Due to non-linear phase synchronization the
second overtone is not detected as an independent frequency
however (since ν2O = 2νF), but manifests as a distortion of
the light curve – a bump – position of which depends on the
linear period ratio (e.g. Buchler, Moskalik & Kova´cs 1990).
In the context of the present models other effect, the non-
linear period change, is also crucial (Sect. 3.3). The period
changes are large for the luminous models and can signifi-
cantly shift the resonance positions in the HR diagram. The
amount and direction of the shift are hard to predict, as we
can only determine the non-linear period of the fundamental
mode, and not of the higher order overtones. The resonant
effects are discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.4 (half-integer
resonances) and 3.7 (2:1 resonances).
3.2 Analysis of non-linear models
For all models the time series of radius variation from the
last 100 cycles of model integration was analysed. First, dis-
crete Fourier transform of time series was computed in order
to identify the dominant period. Then the data was fitted
with the sine series of the following form:
R(t) = R0+
N∑
k=1
Ak sin
(
2pikνt+ φk
)
+
+
K∑
k=0
A(2k+1)/2 sin
[
2pi
2k + 1
2
νt+ φ(2k+1)/2
]
+
+
L∑
k=0
A(2k+1)/4 sin
[
2pi
2k + 1
4
νt+ φ(2k+1)/4
]
.
(1)
The first line above represents a well known N-th order
Fourier series, a most common representation of the non-
linear periodic signals. ν is the dominant frequency, which
corresponds to the fundamental mode in the vast major-
ity of the models. In the second line, sub-harmonic series is
present, i.e. the frequencies in the consecutive sine terms cor-
respond to ν/2 and its harmonics. The sub-harmonic series
is necessary to describe the period doubling phenomenon.
In the third line, the terms necessary to model the period-
4 pulsations are given. Since no further period doublings
were detected, there was no need to supplement the for-
mula with further terms. The amplitudes and phases of the
harmonic series were used to construct the Fourier decom-
position parameters (Simon & Lee 1981), amplitude ratios,
Rk1 = Ak/A1, and phase differences, ϕk1 = φk − kφ1. The
time-series for each model was folded with the dominant pe-
riod and the resulting radius variation curves for all the mod-
els were inspected by eye. Five distinct scenarios were ob-
served (see Fig. 5): (i) single-periodic fundamental mode pul-
sation (white areas within IS in Fig. 5); (ii) period-doubled
pulsation (grey-shaded domains in Fig. 5); (iii) period-4 pul-
sation, always within period doubling domains (diamonds in
Fig. 5); (iv) periodic modulation of pulsation (open circles
in Fig. 5); (v) double-periodic (beat) pulsation in the funda-
mental mode and in the fourth radial overtone (squares in
Fig. 5). These interesting forms of pulsations are discussed
in the following Sections.
We also note that in some of the models single-periodic,
first overtone pulsation is detected (after a mode-switch dur-
ing the model integration). This behaviour was noticed only
for the models of set A, of lowest luminosities and close
to the blue edge of the fundamental mode instability strip.
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Figure 5. Dynamical scenario for the computed models. White areas within the instability strip (limited by the thick blue and red
lines – edges of the instability strip) correspond to single-periodic fundamental mode pulsation. Grey-shaded areas correspond to period
doubling domains. Darker the area, larger the amplitude of alternations (the grey scale codes the value of A1/2/R0, see eq. (1), as
indicated in the top right part of the figure). Diamonds within period doubling domains point the models in which period-4 pulsation
was detected. Open circles indicate the models in which periodic modulation of pulsation was detected. Squares are double-periodic
F+4O models. Loci of some half-integer resonances are marked with the dotted lines. Dashed lines are lines of constant fundamental
mode period (linear value) equal to (from bottom to top): 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 d. In the top left panel, orange triangles connected with a
solid line indicate the edge of the period doubling domain in the calculations of Kova´cs & Buchler (1988). A plus symbol in the same
panel indicates the location of the best model for T2CEP-279 with 0.6M⊙ computed by Smolec et al. (2012).
These are in fact short period (P < 0.5 d) first overtone
RR Lyr-type models.
3.3 Non-linear period changes
In Fig. 6 we show the relative change of the pulsation pe-
riod with respect to the linear value, ∆P = (Pnl − Pl)/Pl
(Pnl and Pl are non-linear and linear period, respectively).
The detected pattern is quite complex. We first focus on
models of set A. The most striking feature is the decrease
of non-linear periods with respect to the linear ones in some
regions of the HR diagram. In the case of classical Cepheid
models or RR Lyr models, the non-linear period is typi-
cally longer than the linear period by up to two per cent.
Type-II Cepheid models are different, however. They are
strongly non-adiabatic, with large amplitude variation. They
are more similar to red giant or Mira-type models, in which
period shortening is also observed (see e.g. Wood 2007).
The effect was described e.g. in Ya’ari & Tuchman (1996)
and interpreted as due to significant rearrangement of stel-
lar structure caused by the large amplitude pulsation. As a
result the mean structure of the pulsating envelope differs
from the static structure. In the models of red giants pe-
riod changes in both directions are found, but no systematic
study of the effect was carried (Wood 2007).
In Fig. 6 we observe that the brighter the models, the
more pronounced the period change is. It may be as high as
±15 per cent. For models of set A there are two domains at
which non-liner period is shorter than the linear one. Both
are adjacent to the red edge of the IS; period shortening is
much more pronounced in the more luminous domain. For
models of set B the picture is qualitatively the same, except
that another domain with period shortening appears. It is
thin, adjacent to the blue edge of the instability strip, and
period shortening is not as significant there (up to 2 per
cent).
It is interesting to check whether the described period
changes can have significant effect on the period–Wesenheit
index relations. It is the case for Mira variables, see e.g.
Lebzelter & Wood (2005). In Fig. 7 we plot the period-
Wesenheit index relations for models of set A, with M =
0.6M⊙ and [Fe/H] = −1.5. The models either run at a dis-
tance of 500K from the blue edge of the IS (solid lines),
and at high luminosities cross the domain in which period
lengthening is most significant, or at a distance of 1200 K
from the blue edge (dashed lines), and cross the domain at
which period shortening is most significant. Thin lines cor-
respond to linear periods, while thick lines correspond to
non-linear periods. The Wesenheit index in both cases was
computed assuming static values of luminosity and effective
temperature. The thick and thin lines mostly overlap. Only
for longer periods there is a noticeable, but small difference.
We conclude that period changes do not affect significantly
the period-Wesenheit index relations, at least in the param-
eter range covered by our models.
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Figure 6. Non-linear period changes for the computed models. Colors code the relative difference between the non-linear and linear
period of the model, i.e., ∆P = (Pnl−Pl)/Pl, as indicated in the top-right part of the Figure. Note that the significant period shortening,
visible close to the blue edge of the IS at the lowest luminosities of αm = 0.25 models, corresponds to RR Lyr-type models that switched
into first overtone pulsation. The cyan-blue domains correspond to period shortening, while yellow-red domains correspond to period
lengthening.
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Figure 7. The effect of non-linear period change on the period-
Wesenheit index relation for type-II Cepheids. Thick and thin
lines correspond to non-linear and liner periods, respectively, for
model sequences running at a distance of 500K (solid) and 1200K
(dashed) from the blue edge of the IS.
3.4 Dynamical phenomena – period doubling
domains
The period doubling domains are marked with grey-shaded
areas in Fig. 5; the darker the area, the more pronounced
the alternations. The grey scale represents the relative am-
plitude of alternations, A1/2/R0, eq. (1). We first focus on
0.6M⊙ models of set A, scenario is qualitatively the same
for 0.8M⊙ models, except that the period doubling domains
are shifted towards the higher luminosities. There are two
distinct period doubling domains for models of set A. The
first domain runs nearly vertically, between luminosities of
≈150L⊙ and ≈450 L⊙. It is centered at Teff≈6100−6150K.
A weak dependence on metallicity is apparent; in the more
metal poor models the domain is slightly larger, extends to-
wards slightly higher luminosities and covers a slightly larger
effective temperature range. Also, amplitude of the alter-
nations is somewhat higher for metal poor models. Within
the domain, fundamental mode periods cover a range from
≈2d up to ≈6.5 d for the most luminous models. In Tab. 1
we characterize the extent of this period doubling domain
more quantitatively, providing minimum and maximum val-
ues of the effective temperature, luminosity and period. A
sample radius variation curves, showing the period doubling
effect, are plotted in Fig. 9. These are models of 0.6M⊙ and
[Fe/H] = −1.5, running at a constant distance of 500K from
the blue edge of the instability strip. Models at the bottom
and at the top of the figure are single-periodic pulsators.
Interestingly, the 175 L⊙ model shows period-4 pulsation, to
be discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
The second period doubling domain extends at higher
luminosities and is present in model grids adopting both sets
of convective parameters. This domain has a ‘V’ shape: at
highest considered luminosities there are two period dou-
bling domains centered at different effective temperatures,
which then merge into one, as luminosity is decreased. The
effect is not marked for models of set B. The location of
the cool edge of this domain is dictated by the location of
the red edge of the IS. Pulsation periods within this do-
main start from ≈ 9.5 d (see Tab. 1). Unfortunately, the full
extent of this domain, and its shape at even higher luminosi-
ties, cannot be studied due to reasons outlined in Sect. 2.1.
In Tab. 1 we just provide the values of minimum luminosity
and period for the computed model sequences.
In models of set B the eddy-viscous dissipation is in-
creased, αm = 0.5. This should lead to the shrinking of
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low L domain high L domain
set M/M⊙ [Fe/H] Tmin/Tmax Lmin/Lmax Pmin/Pmax Lmin Pmin
(K) ( L⊙) (d) ( L⊙) (d)
A 0.6 −1.0 5893/6248 150/425 2.08/5.32 450 10.12
A 0.6 −1.5 5885/6280 150/475 2.04/5.83 475 9.91
A 0.6 −2.0 5894/6273 150/500 2.02/6.16 475 9.86
A 0.8 −1.5 5831/6181 250/675 2.67/6.55 750 12.65
B 0.6 −1.0 − − − 500 9.53
B 0.6 −1.5 − − − 525 9.79
B 0.6 −2.0 − − − 525 9.73
B 0.8 −1.5 − − − 825 12.56
Table 1. Extent of the two period doubling domains (of lower and of higher luminosity) detected in the models – cf. Fig. 5.
the period doubling domains, see fig. 15 in Smolec et al.
(2012) and also Kolla´th, Molna´r & Szabo´ (2011). Indeed, in
the bottom panels of Fig. 5 we observe that the low lumi-
nosity period doubling domain is not present at all, while
the high luminosity domain has shrunk considerably. Inter-
estingly, period-4 cycle models appear within this domain,
which were not present in the models of set A, except one
model of M = 0.8M⊙.
What is the origin of the period doubled pulsation?
From dynamical point of view, period doubling bifurcation
occurs as control parameter, e.g. temperature in a model
sequence of constant luminosity, varies (e.g. Seydel 2010).
The bifurcation may be triggered by the half-integer res-
onance between the pulsation modes, as first analysed by
Moskalik & Buchler (1990). The only reliable tools that
allow a firm connection of period doubling bifurcation
with particular resonance are (i) the relaxation technique
(Stellingwerf 1974), which allows to converge the model
to strict limit cycle pulsation and the following (ii) Flo-
quet analysis, which allows to investigate the stability of
the limit cycle. Details of the method are provided in
Moskalik & Buchler (1990). Analysis of the Floquet coef-
ficient not only allows to point when the limit cycle be-
comes unstable, but also clearly indicate which pulsation
mode is responsible for its destabilization. The analysis is
not that straightforward, however: for type-II Cepheid mod-
els Floquet coefficients strongly vary along a model sequence
and dense model grid is necessary to trace their evolution.
Based on the Floquet analysis Moskalik & Buchler (1990)
connected the period doubling bifurcation observed in the
sequence of models of Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) (leading to
chaos through the period doubling cascade) to the 5:2 reso-
nance between the fundamental mode and the second over-
tone.
Unfortunately, this technique is not implemented in our
convective codes. We may only indicate which resonance
may play a role based on the correlation between liner pe-
riod ratios and model dynamics. This is however tough, as
already noted by Moskalik & Buchler (1990) due to non-
linear period shifts, which may be particularly strong in lu-
minous type-II Cepheid models (Sect. 3.3, Fig. 6).
For the low luminosity period doubling domain the sit-
uation is rather clear. This domain is not new. It was first
revealed in the radiative calculations of Buchler & Moskalik
(1992), and led the authors to the prediction that pe-
riod doubling phenomenon should occur in BL Her stars.
Indeed, twenty years later the first BL Her star with
period doubling, OGLE-BLG-T2CEP-279, was discovered
(Soszyn´ski et al. 2011, T2CEP-279 in the following). The
analysis of Smolec et al. (2012) confirmed the existence of
period doubling domain, but, since that paper was focused
on modelling the single star, its extent was not determined;
models of Smolec et al. (2012) fall along a line of constant
period, equal to the period of T2CEP-279 (≈ 2.4 d). Loca-
tion of the best 0.6M⊙ model for T2CEP-279 is marked
with cross in the top-left panel in Fig. 5. Using the Floquet
analysis, Buchler & Moskalik (1992) found that the 3:2 reso-
nance between the fundamental mode and the first overtone,
2ν1O = 3νF, is responsible for the occurrence of period dou-
bling in their models. The loci of this resonance is marked
with green dotted line in Fig. 5 and indeed crosses the dis-
cussed period doubling domain. In Fig. 8 we plot the loci of
several half-integer resonances that may be relevant in the
context of period doubled pulsation. In all panels models
with 0.6M⊙ and [Fe/H] = −1.5 of set A are plotted; results
are similar for other model sequences. For each considered
half-integer resonance, 2νk = (2n + 1)ν0, we define a mis-
match parameter as ∆ = νk/ν0 − (2n + 1)/2 and in Fig. 8
color-code the mismatch value. We also mark the extent of
the two period doubling domains with thick horizontal line
segments. We note that only for the 3:2 resonance with the
first overtone, 2ν1O = 3νF, the mismatch parameter is small
(∆ < 0.1) within the entire discussed period doubling do-
main. It is not the case for other half-integer resonances, in
particular for the 5:2 (with the third overtone) and the 7:2
(with the fourth overtone) resonances which also run close
to the discussed domain. The same conclusion was reached
by Smolec et al. (2012) who analysed the potential role of
other half-integer resonances for their 2.4 d model sequence
(which falls within the domain discussed here). We also note
that within this domain the non-linear shift of the resonance
is likely not strong as non-linear period change for the fun-
damental mode is small (always below 3 per cent, Fig. 6).
Which half-integer resonance may be responsible for the
high luminosity period doubling domain? Interestingly, the
loci of the 5:2, 7:2 and 9:2 resonances with the second, third,
and fourth overtones respectively, also follow a ‘V’ shape,
as noted in Sect. 3.1 and as is visible in the top panels of
Fig. 8. Unfortunately, we cannot firmly point which reso-
nance (or resonances) are crucial. The analysis is hampered
by strong non-linear period shifts in this domain, by up to
15 per cent in both directions (Fig. 6). Comparing Figs. 5
and 6 we note that within the gross part of the period dou-
bling domain the non-linear period of the fundamental mode
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Figure 8. Theoretical HR diagrams with loci of several half-integer resonances involving fundamental mode and higher order overtones
of the (from left to right) 3:2, 5:2, 7:2 and 9:2 type. Colors code the relevant resonance mismatch parameters defined in the bottom-left
part of each panel. Edges of the IS are also plotted, as well as lines of constant fundamental mode period (dashed lines). In addition the
domains of period doubling are marked with thick horizontal line segments.
is significantly shorter, but at the hot side of the period
doubling domain the abrupt transition between significant
period decrease and significant period increase takes place.
The periods of the overtone modes are likely strongly af-
fected as well. Therefore, based on resonance loci calculated
using linear periods, we may only conclude that each of the
three resonances, 5:2 (with the second overtone), 7:2 (with
the third overtone) and 9:2 (with the fourth overtone), may
play a role in driving the period doubled pulsation. The 7:2
resonance with the fourth overtone is likely too far to play
a role.
Although we cannot firmly point which resonance is re-
sponsible for the period doubling bifurcation in the mod-
els, we can argue in favour of the 5:2 resonance with the
second overtone, 2ν2O = 5νF. First, we note that as the
resonance order increases, the band in the HR diagram in
which the mismatch parameter is small (reddish area in
Fig. 8) clearly decreases. For the 5:2 resonance it is still
relatively large and we may expect that this resonance can
affect the pulsation over significantly larger area in the HR
diagram than the 7:2 or 9:2 resonances. Second, the dis-
cussed period doubling domain is likely not new, but is the
same domain as found by Kova´cs & Buchler (1988). The
one-to-one comparison of their models with ours is not pos-
sible for obvious reasons: their models are radiative and use
old opacity data. Still we can trace the appearance of the
period doubling in their models in the HR diagram. From
their tab.2 we picked the model sequences of 0.6M⊙ and
Z = 0.005, i.e. sequences C, D, E and G. Then, in the top-
right panel of Fig. 5 ([Fe/H] = −1.0 seems most suitable
for comparison) we mark and connect the models in which
period doubling was observed for the first time (filled tri-
angles). The agreement between the location and shape of
the hot boundary of the period doubling domain in our cal-
culations and in calculations of Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) is
striking. Likely, these are the same period doubling-domains,
just as in the case of low luminosity period doubling domain
and Buchler & Moskalik (1992) models. Based on the Flo-
quet analysis, Moskalik & Buchler (1990) showed that the
5:2 resonance with the second overtone triggered the pe-
riod doubling bifurcation in Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) mod-
els. Therefore, we point that the 5:2 resonance is also most
likely crucial in the present convective models, but we admit
that firm evidence is lacking.
Except that the period doubling bifurcation occurs at
roughly the same place in the HR diagram, our models and
models ofKova´cs & Buchler (1988) display qualitatively dif-
ferent behaviour. As effective temperature was decreased,
Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) detected a period doubling cas-
cade en route to chaos, which is not present in our models.
Instead, for some high luminosity model sequences we de-
tect only one subsequent period doubling bifurcation, which
leads to period-4 pulsation domain within period doubling
domain (diamonds in Fig. 5). No further bifurcations are
detected in our models. As temperature is decreased, we ob-
serve the transition from period-4 pulsation to period dou-
bled pulsation, and finally to single-periodic pulsation. We
note that pulsation dynamics is strongly sensitive to the
amount of viscous dissipation in the models, which is con-
trolled through artificial viscosity parameters in the radia-
tive models and eddy viscosity parameter in the convective
models. The larger the eddy viscosity the simpler the dy-
namics, which is clear already from Fig. 5. Also, the lower
the model non-linearity the simpler the dynamics. Conse-
quently, the large value of eddy viscosity in our models
and the presence of the red edge of the IS (not present
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Figure 9. Radius variation curves along a model sequence (M =
0.6M⊙, [Fe/H] = −1.5) running at a distance of 500K from the
blue edge of the IS and crossing the low luminosity period dou-
bling domain. Pulsation period (undoubled) and luminosity for
each curve are given on the right-hand side of the figure. For clar-
ity, for each model brighter than 150L⊙, the curve is shifted up
by 1R⊙ with respect to the lower luminosity curve.
in the radiative models) suppresses the further period dou-
blings and the appearance of chaos. If eddy viscosity is
strongly reduced, complex dynamics appears in the models
(Smolec & Moskalik 2012, 2014)
For all the mentioned resonances, 5:2, 7:2 and 9:2, their
bands are small as compared to the 3:2 resonance, and across
the vast part of the discussed period doubling domain the
respective mismatch parameters must be large (∆ > 0.2,
Fig. 8). It is the case also for the favoured 5:2 resonance. We
may speculate that the half-integer resonance only triggers
the period doubling bifurcation and play no essential role
across the entire period doubling domain.
3.5 Dynamical phenomena – modulation of
pulsation
Altogether in 7 models of our survey we detect periodic mod-
ulation of pulsation. These models are marked with open cir-
cles in Fig. 5. In a grid of models of given mass and metallic-
ity we detect only one or two (set B, 0.6M⊙, [Fe/H] = −1.5)
modulated models. Interestingly, all modulated models we
have computed, are located nearly exactly at the same place
in the HR diagram, close to the high luminosity period dou-
bling domain. Are these models singular oddballs? No doubt
the models show the pronounced modulation of pulsation –
examples are presented in the top panels of Fig. 10. The pres-
ence of only one or two models with modulation of pulsation
in our relatively dense model grids indicates that the do-
mains with modulation of pulsation must be very small. To
investigate the problem we have computed additional mod-
els of set A, with M = 0.6M⊙ and [Fe/H] = −1.5, along a
constant luminosity line crossing the modulated model from
Fig. 5 (L = 525 L⊙) with a finer spacing of only 1K in ef-
fective temperature. We clearly detect a domain in which
pulsation is modulated, the models in between 5647.5 K and
5637.5K are all modulated. The domain is thus very narrow,
∼10K-wide in effective temperature.
In Fig. 10 (top) we show the time series of radius vari-
ation for three exemplary models. Modulation is clear; it is
also clear that the mean radius is strongly modulated. This
is further confirmed with analysis of the frequency spec-
tra, plotted in the bottom panels of Fig. 10 for the same
models. Dashed lines mark the location of the prewhitened
fundamental mode frequency and its harmonics. Equidis-
tant modulation side-peaks are well visible. In all models
the lower frequency side-peak at the fundamental mode fre-
quency, A−, has the highest amplitude. After prewhitening
with the triplet components, further multiplet components
are detected (quintuplets are already visible in Fig. 10). Also
a signal at modulation frequency (and at its harmonics) is
present and is strong, in agreement with the apparent mod-
ulation of the mean radius.
Tab. 2 summarizes the basic properties of the modu-
lated models, their luminosity, effective temperature, dis-
tance from the blue edge of the IS, pulsation period and
modulation period, amplitude ratio between the amplitude
of the highest modulation side-peak and amplitude of the
fundamental mode, A−/AF, and finally the asymmetry pa-
rameter, constructed using the amplitudes of the lower and
higher frequency triplet components, A− and A+; Q =
(A+ −A−)/(A+ +A−) (Alcock et al. 2003). All models are
qualitatively similar. Modulation periods are a few up to sev-
eral times longer than pulsation periods. Frequency spectra
are also qualitatively the same for all the models. For the 10-
K wide modulation domain, for which detailed calculations
were conducted, we note a steep increase of modulation am-
plitude at the hot edge of the domain (the first model has a
relative amplitude of 13 per cent, while no modulation was
detected in a model hotter by 1K) and strong variation of
the modulation period as a function of effective temperature.
It is not the first time modulation is detected in type-
II Cepheid models. Our previous paper (Smolec & Moskalik
2012) was entirely devoted to the study of modulation of pul-
sation detected in BL Her-type models computed with the
strongly decreased eddy viscosity parameter (αm = 0.05). In
that study, modulation was detected on top of pronounced
period doubling effect. The mechanism behind such dy-
namics is a half-integer resonance between the pulsation
modes. The mechanism was proposed by Buchler & Kolla´th
(2011) to explain the Blazhko effect in RR Lyrae stars, af-
ter period doubling in Blazhko variables was discovered in
Kepler observations of these stars (Kolenberg et al. 2010;
Szabo´ et al. 2010). Using the amplitude equation formalism,
Buchler & Kolla´th (2011) showed, that the same half-integer
resonance that most likely underlies the period doubling ef-
fect in modulated RR Lyr variables (a 9:2 resonance between
the fundamental mode and the ninth overtone, which is a
surface mode, Kolla´th, Molna´r & Szabo´ 2011) can also cause
the modulation of pulsation. Unfortunately, the RR Lyr-
type hydrodynamic models do not show the modulation of
pulsation, only the period doubling effect is detected in the
models (Kolla´th, Molna´r & Szabo´ 2011; Smolec 2015). The
resonant mechanism is clearly operational in the case of
BL Her models of Smolec & Moskalik (2012) but different
half-integer resonance is in action, the 3:2 resonance be-
tween the fundamental mode and the first overtone. What
causes the modulation in the present, W Vir-type models?
The models are located close, but outside the high luminos-
ity period doubling domain. They show the modulation of
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Figure 10. Illustration of modulation detected in some of the
models. In the top panels radius variation for three exemplary
models is plotted. In the bottom panels frequency spectrum (af-
ter prewhitening with the fundamental mode frequency and its
harmonics; dashed lines) for these models is plotted.
pulsation only, not the alternations. Still, it is clear from
the analysis of amplitude equations, that half-integer reso-
nances may drive the modulation. Just as in the case of high
luminosity period doubling domain we cannot firmly point
which half-integer resonance might be in action, due to the
strong period changes at higher luminosities.
3.6 Dynamical phenomena – double-periodic
pulsation
Six models marked in Fig. 5 with squares are very inter-
esting. All these models are located 25K on the red side of
the blue edge of the fundamental mode instability strip, and
clearly show beat pulsation; radius variation for exemplary
model is plotted in the top panel of Fig. 11. After fitting the
data with sine series including fundamental mode frequency
and its harmonics, a strong signal is present in the frequency
spectrum of the residual data; its frequency is higher than
the fundamental mode frequency by a factor of ≈ 3.33 in
all the models. After prewhitening with this frequency, we
also detect more than hundred of the combination frequen-
cies involving the fundamental mode and the new signal –
see bottom panel of Fig. 11. Investigation of linear period
ratios leaves no doubt – the additional signal corresponds to
the fourth radial overtone. In Tab. 3 we provide both linear,
P4O/PF, period ratios and period ratios from the analysis of
non-linear models. Linear and non-linear period of the fun-
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Figure 11. Exemplary model (M = 0.8M⊙, L = 725 L⊙, ∆T =
25K) showing clear beat pulsation; radius variation in the top
panel and corresponding frequency spectrum, after prewhitening
with the fundamental mode frequency and its harmonics (dashed
lines), in the bottom panel. The most significant combination
frequencies are labeled.
damental mode is also given. We note that except the two
independent frequencies and their combinations we find no
additional significant signals in the spectra of the beat mod-
els (at least down to the amplitude of 10−6 R⊙). We have
computed additional model sequence of constant luminosity,
equal to 700 L⊙, with 5K step in the effective temperature,
running within 50K from the blue edge of the IS. All models
located up to a distance of 25K from the blue edge show the
beat pulsation. We conclude that the domain of beat pulsa-
tion is adjacent to the blue edge of the fundamental mode
instability strip, extends in between 675 L⊙ and 800 L⊙ and
is about 25K wide.
The fourth radial overtone is a special mode, as pointed
out in Sect. 3.1. It is a surface (or strange) mode, trapped in
the outer model layers, that can be linearly unstable on the
hot side of the fundamental mode instability strip. The red
edge of the fourth overtone IS is marked with thick dashed
line in Fig. 5. For models of set A, the fourth overtone in-
stability strip enters the fundamental mode instability strip;
there is a domain in the HR diagram in which both modes
are linearly unstable. Here, in principle, the non-resonant
beat pulsation can occur, but we have not detected it in
our models (neither we specifically searched for it, see be-
low). For models of set B and of 0.6M⊙, the two instability
strips just touch, but for models of 0.8M⊙, i.e. for those
for which we actually report the beat pulsation, the two
domains are decoupled. The fourth overtone IS approaches
the models in which beat pulsation is detected, but for all
the models showing the beat pulsation the fourth overtone
is linearly weakly damped – see the linear growth rates re-
ported in Tab. 3. This prompted us to check the consistency
between our linear and non-linear code, specially that the
linear model properties are very sensitive to the details of
numerical mesh or to the values of convective parameters. To
this aim we have initialized the non-linear model integration
with scaled linear velocity eigenfunction of the fourth over-
tone, with very small surface amplitude of only 0.01 kms−1
(linear regime). Then, we estimated the growth rate by com-
puting the relative growth of the kinetic energy of pulsation
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–21
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set M/M⊙ [Fe/H] L/L⊙ Teff (∆T ) (K) PF (d) Pmod (d) A−/AF Q
A 0.6 −1.0 525 5623.4 (600) 9.735 116.28 0.061 −0.22
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5647.5 (591) 9.471 191.32 0.130 −0.14
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5646.5 (592) 9.479 173.22 0.142 −0.14
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5645.5 (593) 9.486 161.29 0.148 −0.15
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5644.5 (594) 9.494 154.31 0.148 −0.14
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5643.5 (595) 9.503 149.30 0.144 −0.14
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5642.5 (596) 9.511 144.61 0.139 −0.14
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5641.5 (597) 9.520 139.78 0.130 −0.15
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5640.5 (598) 9.528 133.28 0.117 −0.17
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5639.5 (599) 9.533 124.39 0.095 −0.19
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5638.5 (600) 9.538 117.59 0.067 −0.22
A 0.6 −1.5 525 5637.5 (601) 9.543 122.04 0.002 −0.22
A 0.6 −2.0 525 5642.8 (600) 9.472 145.19 0.111 −0.15
B 0.6 −1.5 525 5703.6 (550) 8.926 94.89 0.050 −0.22
B 0.6 −1.5 550 5788.9 (450) 8.683 68.97 0.014 −0.20
B 0.6 −2.0 525 5707.1 (550) 8.875 99.74 0.054 −0.20
B 0.8 −1.5 825 5587.0 (600) 11.743 132.29 0.084 −0.22
Table 2. Properties of the modulated models, including additional models of set A (M = 0.6M⊙ and [Fe/H] = −1.5) computed with
1K-step in effective temperature. Except mass and metallicity, luminosity and effective temperature of the models is given (including
the distance from the blue edge of the IS, ∆T ), pulsation and modulation periods, amplitude ratio between the highest modulation side
peak and amplitude of the fundamental mode, A−/AF, and asymmetry parameter, Q.
on a cycle-by-cycle basis for the first 40 cycles of pulsation,
see Smolec & Moskalik (2008a) for more details. For all six
models the growth rates are negative and agree with the
linear values to within ±10 per cent. We also get excellent
agreement for the pulsation periods, and conclude that our
linear and non-linear calculations are fully consistent.
How does the beat pulsation arise then? To get more
insight into the problem, we carried the model integra-
tion starting with pure fourth overtone initial pertur-
bation. Then, using the time-dependent Fourier analysis
(Kova´cs, Buchler & Davis 1987) we extracted the instanta-
neous amplitudes of the fourth overtone and of the funda-
mental mode. Results are presented in Fig. 12. In agree-
ment with linear results, fourth overtone decays at the be-
ginning of the integration. Then, amplitude of the funda-
mental mode builds-up, first at the rate following from lin-
ear analysis (arrow in the top panel of Fig. 12). The rebirth
of the fourth overtone may also be observed then. As soon
as amplitude of the fundamental mode becomes significant,
i.e. for t>2000 d, the amplitude of the fourth overtone grows
fast, following the growth of the fundamental mode. Finally,
the two amplitudes settle at a constant value; the double-
mode pulsation is stable. Clearly the fourth overtone lives
at the cost of the fundamental mode. Two mechanisms may
transfer the energy between the modes: the resonant and
non-resonant mode coupling, which we now investigate.
The fundamental mode and the fourth overtone are
not in the resonance relation. The 3:1 resonance between
these modes is close, but the periods do not synchronise
at P4O/PF = 0.333; the period ratio is ≈ 0.3 (Tab. 3).
Consequently, a mediator is needed for the resonance sce-
nario. We note that parametric resonances were found to
play important role in the case of F+1O Cepheid mod-
els (Smolec & Moskalik 2010) and 1O+2O Cepheid mod-
els (Dziembowski & Smolec 2009). For the present models
we have found only one parametric resonance that is close,
2ν2O = νF+ν4O. In Tab. 3 we provide the mismatch param-
eter for the models, defined as ∆ = 2ν2O− νF− ν4O. Loci of
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Figure 12. Amplitude of the fundamental mode (top) and of
the fourth overtone (bottom) during integration of the model
(0.8M⊙, 675 L⊙, ∆T = 25K) initialized with 4th overtone per-
turbation.
the resonance crosses the beat pulsation domain. We note
however, that the second overtone is heavily damped in these
models (Tab. 3, see also Fig. 4), hence, it is unlikely that the
discussed resonance indeed plays a role.
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, one has to be very careful
while using liner period ratios to pinpoint the resonance
loci, as non-linear period shifts may be strong. This is not
the case for the discussed models however; they are detected
directly at the blue edge of the IS and pulsation is weakly
non-linear: the growth rates are relatively small, light curves
are weakly non-linear (small R21; see Fig. 15) and period
changes are small (we note that period of the fundamen-
tal mode is shorter than the linear value by only ≈ 0.4 per
cent, Tab. 3). We see no other candidate for resonant mode
interaction that could help to drive the beat pulsation.
We are then left with the non-resonant mechanism be-
hind the beat pulsation, which is counterintuitive, at least
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when classical Cepheid/RR Lyrae modeling is recalled. The
scenario is commonly discussed in the language of ampli-
tude equations then. For the non-resonant interaction of two
modes the long-term behaviour of their amplitudes, A1 and
A2, may be described with (see e.g. Buchler & Goupil 1984;
Smolec & Moskalik 2008b)
A˙1 =
(
γ1 + q11A
2
1 + q12A
2
2
)
A1,
A˙2 =
(
γ2 + q21A
2
1 + q22A
2
2
)
A2, (2)
where γi are linear growth rates and qii/qij are self-/cross-
saturation coefficients (all real). The equations were trun-
cated at the cubic terms. The concomitant equations for
the phases are irrelevant for the present considerations.
The saturation coefficients are complicated functions of stel-
lar structure and mode eigenfunctions (see e.g. Van Hoolst
1994). In practice they may be derived from hydrodynamic
trajectories as that displayed in Fig. 12. It is commonly
assumed that the saturation coefficients are negative, and
hydrodynamic Cepheid and RR Lyr models support this
assumption (e.g. Kolla´th et al. 2002; Smolec & Moskalik
2008b). Consequently, for non-resonant beat pulsation both
linear growth rates must be positive, i.e. the two modes
must be linearly unstable. This is clearly not the case for
the present models. A word of caution is needed. Amplitude
equations are valid only if mode growth rates are small as
compared to oscillation frequencies (weak non-adiabaticity)
and if non-linearities in the pulsation are small. These as-
sumptions are satisfied in classical Cepheid and RR Lyraes,
but likely not in strongly non-adiabatic and non-linear lu-
minous type-II Cepheid models. On the other hand, the dis-
cussed models are at the blue edge of the classical instability
strip, with small growth rates and relatively low pulsation
amplitudes. No strong non-linear effects (significant period
changes, period doubling alternations) are detected in these
models. The amplitude equations may still be reliable in this
regime. The occurrence of beat pulsation requires the pos-
itive value of cross-saturation coefficient, q40, then, which
reflects the driving of the fourth overtone at the cost of the
fundamental mode (we have indexed the fundamental mode
with ‘0’ and the fourth overtone with ‘4’). This unusual sit-
uation may be a consequence of the special, surface nature
of the fourth overtone. Then, assuming that other satura-
tion coefficients are negative it follows from the analysis of
amplitude equations that double-mode solution exists and
is stable if γ4−γ0(q40/q00) is positive. The above expression
represents the growth rate of the fourth overtone perturba-
tion in the fundamental mode limit cycle.
We also note that equations (2) may be too simple to
describe the pulsation dynamics we have found; inclusion
of further, quintic terms may be necessary. Then it might
appear that cross-saturation coefficients in (2) will remain
negative. This will be studied in more detail in a separate
paper.
Why does the beat pulsation not occur in other model
grids, in particular for models of set A, for which, over a sig-
nificant fraction of the instability strip, the two modes are
linearly excited? First, we cannot claim that beat pulsation
is not possible in these domains, as we have not searched
for it. This is a tedious and time-consuming task, as for
each model several time integrations with different initial-
ization must be carried, see e.g. Smolec & Moskalik (2008b)
for more details.
The discussed form of pulsation was not yet observed. In
the models the fourth overtone has small amplitude (Tab. 3),
which may hinder its detection. On the other hand, classical
pulsators are now frequently observed from space with un-
precedented precision (including type-II Cepheids, Plachy et
al., in prep). The quality of the dedicated ground-based ob-
servations allow to detect mmag signals as well. Therefore,
the detection of surface modes may be just a matter of time.
The candidates for single-, surface-mode pulsation were al-
ready identified among classical Cepheids (Buchler et al.
2005). Our models are the first to point that surface modes
may be involved in the beat pulsation within classical insta-
bility strip. The full understanding of the presented models
is thus needed and dedicated study is ongoing.
3.7 Shape of the radius variation curves
The 2:1 resonances between the pulsation modes are well
known to affect the light-curve shapes of classical pul-
sators, most notably in the so-called Hertzsprung bump
progression. There are two 2:1 resonances that might be
in action, between the fundamental mode and the sec-
ond overtone, ν2O = 2νF, and between the fundamen-
tal mode and the first overtone, ν1O = 2νF. Their loci
are plotted in Fig. 13 (for M = 0.6M⊙, [Fe/H] = −1.5,
set A models). The first resonance crosses the IS diag-
onally, at lower luminosities (BL Her domain). Loci of
the second resonance is ‘V’-shaped, and falls at higher
luminosities (W Vir domain). How far from its center
the resonance remains influential is a difficult question
that can be answered only through non-linear model in-
tegration. The 2:1 resonance between the fundamental
mode and the second overtone, that shapes the Cepheid
bump progression, and potentially plays a role in so-
called binary evolution pulsators (Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2012),
was most extensively studied. Its resonance band is wide,
0.46 . P2O/PF . 0.55 (Buchler, Moskalik & Kova´cs 1990;
Smolec et al. 2013). A similar resonance band is found for
the 2:1 resonance between the first and fourth overtones that
shapes the light curve progression in first overtone Cepheids
(Antonello & Aikawa 1995; Feuchtinger, Buchler & Kolla´th
2000). Therefore, in Fig. 13, a bit arbitrarily we color-
code the P2O/PF − 0.5 and P1O/PF − 0.5 values in the
(−0.05, 0.05) range to indicate the parts of the HR diagram
in which resonances are likely be influential. This Figure
should be analysed in conjunction with Figs. 14 and 15, in
which we plot the maps of the Fourier parameters, ϕ21 and
R21, for the radius variation curves across the IS. While
studying Fig. 14 the reader should bear in mind that the
Fourier phase, ϕ21, is determined with the 2pi ambiguity.
A glimpse at Figs. 13, 14 and 15 indeed suggests, that the
two 2:1 resonances play an important role in shaping the
Fourier parameter progressions in type-II Cepheid models.
In Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 the role of the two resonances is
discussed in more detail.
The 3:1 resonance between the radial modes is rarely
considered in the literature; we are not aware of any ob-
served phenomenon for which the role of the 3:1 resonances
was proved crucial. Using the amplitude equation formal-
ism Moskalik & Buchler (1989) studied the general effects
of the 3:1 resonance in radial stellar pulsations. They show
that this type of resonance affects the pulsation in a very
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linear properties non-linear properties
L/L⊙ Teff (K) PF (d) P4O/PF ∆ γF γ2O γ4O PF (d) P4O/PF A4O/AF
675 6222.2 5.650 0.2990 −0.0116 0.033 −1.12 −0.028 5.627 0.3016 0.010
700 6211.1 5.874 0.2997 −0.0061 0.034 −1.16 −0.013 5.850 0.3024 0.017
725 6200.5 6.099 0.3004 −0.0012 0.035 −1.19 −0.007 6.073 0.3031 0.019
750 6190.3 6.325 0.3011 0.0033 0.036 −1.23 −0.008 6.297 0.3038 0.018
775 6180.5 6.551 0.3019 0.0076 0.038 −1.27 −0.015 6.521 0.3047 0.014
800 6171.1 6.777 0.3027 0.0115 0.039 −1.31 −0.025 6.746 0.3056 0.007
Table 3. Linear and non-linear properties of the double-periodic models. ∆ = 2ν2O − νF − ν4O. All models have M = 0.8M⊙,
[Fe/H] = −1.5 and are located 25K towards the red of the blue edge of the fundamental mode IS.
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Figure 13. Theoretical HR diagrams with loci of the 2:1 reso-
nances, ν2O = 2νF (top) and ν1O = 2νF (bottom), plotted with
dotted lines (M=0.6M⊙, [Fe/H]=−1.5, set A). Colors code the
relevant resonance mismatch parameters defined in the bottom-
left part of each panel. Edges of the IS and lines of constant
fundamental mode period (dashed lines; from bottom to top 2, 4,
8, 12 and 16 d) are also plotted. All quantities from linear analysis
of static models.
similar fashion to a 2:1 resonance. The progressions of the
light/radial velocity curves are qualitatively similar in the
case of both resonances; Moskalik & Buchler (1989) con-
cluded that it may be difficult to discriminate between the
effect of the two resonances in the observational data. In
Section 3.7.3 we check whether the 3:1 resonances can play
a role in type-II Cepheid models.
3.7.1 The 2:1 resonance with the second overtone
The early radiative calculations pointed that the 2:1 res-
onance between the fundamental mode and the second
overtone may play a crucial role in shaping the light
curves of BL Her-type stars (Carson, Stothers & Vemury
1981; King, Cox & Hodson 1981). The extensive analy-
sis was conducted by Buchler & Moskalik (1992) and
Moskalik & Buchler (1993) who studied the shapes of the
radial velocity, radius and light curves of several sequences
of BL Her models. They found that the 2:1 resonance dom-
inates the dynamical behaviour of their models shaping the
progressions of the Fourier decomposition parameters, sim-
ilar as in the case of classical Cepheids. In the case of the
radius variation curve, they found that ϕ21 displays a bell-
shape progression as period ratio, P2O/PF, is decreased,
while R21 displays a more complex variation: first it in-
creases, then decreases and gently increases again (see fig. 9
in Buchler & Moskalik 1992). In contrast to Cepheid mod-
els however, they found that the strength of the resonance
depends sensitively on the stellar parameters, the mass and
luminosity. Consequently, the shape of the Fourier progres-
sion curves also changes significantly as these parameters
are varied.
Our models fully agree with the radiative results out-
lined above. In Fig. 14 we can easily trace a bell shape in
the progression of the Fourier phase, ϕ21. The increase of
ϕ21 clearly follows the ν2O = 2νF resonance loci; the in-
crease is more significant at lower luminosities and weakens
as we move along the resonance loci line towards higher lu-
minosities and towards the blue edge. The progression of
the amplitude ratio, R21, is also clearly correlated with the
resonance loci. In Fig. 15 we observe a significant decrease
of R21 as the resonance center is crossed from its hot side
towards the cool side, i.e. as P2O/PF decreases. The effect
is less pronounced at higher luminosities, but it is not sur-
prising, as resonance loci approaches the blue edge of the IS,
and hence, the pulsation amplitudes, and consequently R21,
are reduced there.
In Fig. 16 we plot the progressions of ϕ21 and R21 as a
function of PF (bottom panels) and of P2O/PF (top panels)
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Figure 14. The Fourier phase, ϕ21, for the radius variation coded with color as indicated in the top right part of the figure. The loci
of the two 2:1 resonances, ν2O = 2νF and ν1O = 2νF, are marked with the dotted lines. Dashed lines are lines of constant fundamental
mode period equal to (from bottom to top): 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 d.
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Figure 15. The same as Fig. 14 but for the amplitude ratio, R21.
for six horizontal model sequences (of constant L). Models of
different luminosity, metallicity and mass are plotted, as in-
dicated in the key. The characteristic features, the bell shape
in the case of ϕ21 progression, and the decrease of R21, are
shifted with respect to each other, if plotted versus the pul-
sation period. If period ratio is used on the abscissa instead,
the features nicely align, proving the crucial role of the 2:1
resonance in shaping the Fourier parameter progressions.
Our results show that the non-linear shift of the ν2O =
2νF resonance cannot be strong, which is not surprising as
non-linear fundamental mode period shifts at lower lumi-
nosities are not strong (Sect. 3.3, Fig. 6).
Progressions for the light curves are qualitatively
different than for the radius variation as analysed by
Moskalik & Buchler (1993). Slow increase of the Fourier
phases is expected, rather than bell-shape progression. Such
behaviour was found by Soszyn´ski et al. (2008) who anal-
ysed the Fourier parameters for the LMC BL Her stars.
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Figure 16. Fourier phase, ϕ21, and amplitude ratio, R21, for the
radius variations versus the P2O/PF period ratio (top panels) or
versus the fundamental mode period, PF (bottom panels). Data
for selected model sequences crossing the ν2O = 2νF resonance
center are plotted, as indicated in the key.
3.7.2 The 2:1 resonance with the first overtone
The analysis of the potential role of this resonance on the
pulsation dynamics is more difficult. Its loci is ‘V’-shaped
(see also Fig. 13, bottom panel), which means that the pe-
riod ratio, P1O/PF, does not vary monotonically along a
sequence of models with constant L. In addition, the cool
branch of the resonance is running through, and then on
the cool side of the red edge of the IS. Also, at the luminosi-
ties considered, strong non-linear period changes (resonance
shifts) are expected (Sect. 3.3, Fig. 6). At the red edge of
the IS we expect that the pulsation amplitude drops, the
variation curves become more sinusoidal (less non-linear),
which is reflected in the Fourier parameters. Therefore, the
effects of the resonance on the models are best visible when
models cross the hot branch of the resonance, which is lo-
cated well within the IS. Moving along a constant luminosity
line towards the red, in Figs. 14 and 15 we clearly trace the
increase of ϕ21 and the decrease of R21, just as in the case
of the 2:1 resonance with the second overtone. Fig. 17 is
the analog of Fig. 16 for the discussed resonance. Again, the
progressions for different model sequences align much better
then plotted against period ratio, rather than against pul-
sation period. The effect is clear but not as pronounced as
for the 2:1 resonance with the second overtone; the picture
is obscured by the non-monotonic variation of period ratio
with the temperature, non-linear period shifts and by the
proximity to the red edge. Clearly, the progressions are sen-
sitive to the values of mass and luminosity and to a lesser
extent to metallicity.
We note that the potential role of this resonance in
shaping the light curves of type-II Cepheids with periods in
a range 10–25 d was noted by Carson, Stothers & Vemury
(1981), based on linear calculations only, and considered
cautiously, as no observational hint was available at that
time (also, the role of resonances in the Hertzsprung bump
progression was disputed, e.g. Vemury & Stothers 1978).
Our non-linear calculations clearly show that this resonance
may indeed play a role in shaping the light curves of W Vir
stars at periods as short as 10 d. In their analysis of type-II
Cepheid light curves from the LMC Soszyn´ski et al. (2008)
connect the progressions of R21 and ϕ21 at periods in be-
tween 16 and 20 d with this resonance (their fig. 8 may
suggests that the characteristic progression occurs at even
shorter periods, above ∼10 d).
3.7.3 The effects of the 3:1 resonances
There are three 3:1 resonances that cross the instability strip
and in principle may influence the pulsation of our models.
To avoid overcrowding in Figs. 14 and 15, in Fig. 18 we
overplot the loci of these resonances on top of the Fourier
parameter maps (ϕ21 in the top panel and R21 in the bot-
tom panel) for a model sequence of set A with 0.6M⊙ and
[Fe/H] = −1.5. Results are qualitatively similar for other
model sequences considered in this paper. The two reso-
nances, ν4O = 3νF and ν3O = 3νF, seem to have no effect
on the radius variation curves at all. Situation is more in-
teresting for the ν2O = 3νF resonance. Its loci overlaps with
the loci of the 2:1 resonance with the first overtone nearly
exactly. The latter resonance was just discussed in the pre-
vious Section as responsible for the parameter progressions
well marked in the W Vir domain (see also Fig. 17). Can
ν2O = 3νF also be influential for the high luminosity mod-
els? The effects of both 2:1 and 3:1 resonances are qualita-
tively similar, as shown by Moskalik & Buchler (1989). In
principle, we cannot exclude that the two resonances, 2:1
and 3:1, play a role in shaping the Fourier parameter pro-
gressions. The fact that the other two 3:1 resonances play
no role in the pulsation indicates however, that the reso-
nant coupling associated with the 3:1 resonances is much
weaker than the resonant coupling associated with the 2:1
resonances, at least for the models considered. Therefore we
conclude, that the 2:1 resonance, ν1O = 2νF, plays a key
role in shaping the radius variation curves, while the 3:1
resonance, ν2O = 3νF, likely plays no role.
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Figure 17. The same as Fig. 16, but for model sequences crossing
the ν1O = 2νF resonance.
4 DISCUSSION
In our previous studies of BL Her model sequences, we
strongly reduced the eddy viscosity (αm = 0.05) which
led to the large amplitude chaotic behaviour and mod-
ulation of pulsation over significant domains in the HR
diagram (Smolec & Moskalik 2012, 2014). Also, in the
largest survey of type-II Cepheid models published so far
(Kova´cs & Buchler 1988) chaotic behaviour was predicted in
the low temperature W Vir models. In general, these results
do not agree with the observations. Quasi-periodic modula-
tion of pulsation was not yet observed in type-II Cepheids,
while chaotic dynamics, reached through the period dou-
bling cascade, most likely underlies the variability of more
luminous, longer period RV Tau stars. In BL Her and in
W Vir stars single-periodic pulsation is a rule. Only two
stars show the period doubling alternations of low ampli-
tude.
In the present study we kept the eddy viscosity param-
eter at larger values (αm = 0.25 or αm = 0.5), assuring rea-
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Figure 18. The maps of the Fourier decomposition parameters
for radius variation, ϕ21 (top) and R21 (bottom), across the IS
(0.6M⊙, [Fe/H] = −1.5, set A). Color scale is the same as in
Figs. 14 and 15. Overplotted are loci of the 2:1 and 3:1 resonances,
as indicated in the key in the bottom part of the Figure.
sonable pulsation amplitudes. The goal was to check which
of the above phenomena persist in more realistic, convective
type-II Cepheid models with up-to-date microphysics data.
Although in the majority of the models single-periodic fun-
damental mode pulsation is computed and chaotic dynamics
is not present in the models, still more complex dynamical
scenarios are possible over significant parts of the instabil-
ity strip. The most pronounced is the period doubling be-
haviour, possible in the two large domains within the IS.
The low luminosity period doubling domain is the same as
first revealed in radiative calculations of Buchler & Moskalik
(1992). The radiative models of Kova´cs & Buchler (1988)
most likely correspond to the high luminosity period dou-
bling domain. We also detect period-4 pulsation, but no fur-
ther period doublings and chaos were detected in the models.
This is in contrast with Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) results for
the high luminosity period doubling domain. This is likely
due to the fact that as temperature is decreased in the con-
vective model the degree of model’s non-linearity diminishes,
as we are approaching the red edge of the instability strip.
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The radiative models simply lack the pulsation quenching
mechanism, and are still strongly non-adiabatic and non-
linear at low temperatures.
We also note that Di Criscienzo et al. (2007) computed
a survey of BL Her type models but found no period dou-
bling. Their results agree with ours, however. In nearly all
their model sequences (see their tab. 1) L < 130 L⊙ and
hence, their models run well below the low luminosity pe-
riod doubling domain. Only in one sequence luminosity is
high enough (L≈ 260 L⊙), but the mass is lower (0.5M⊙)
and, since they use different pulsation code than ours, a di-
rect comparison of convective parameters is not possible.
In very small domain (∼ 10-K wide) within the instabil-
ity strip we detect small amplitude modulation of pulsation.
Other, very interesting phenomenon is double-mode pulsa-
tion, in the fundamental mode and in the fourth overtone,
which is a surface mode.
Of the above phenomena, modulation of pulsation and
beat pulsation could be missed in the observations, as these
forms of pulsation are restricted to narrow domains within
the instability strip, and predicted amplitudes of modula-
tion/additional mode are small. On the other hand the mod-
els clearly indicate that period doubled pulsation should be
common among BL Her and W Vir variables, which is not
the case. The presence of (so far) single BL Her-type star
and single W Vir-type star with low amplitude alternations
suggests that the computed domains are indeed present, but
clearly their extent and/or amplitude of alternations within
must be much lower. Interestingly, the modulation of pul-
sation is rather easily computed in type-II Cepheid models
but not in the less luminous, otherwise similar models of
RR Lyr stars, in which the modulation of pulsation, the
Blazhko effect is commonly observed.
The models we are using are certainly simple. Inclu-
sion of radiation hydrodynamics, finer, dynamical mesh
and, most importantly, more realistic 3D treatment of tur-
bulent convection are obvious improvements for the mod-
elling of pulsation in the strongly non-adiabatic, convective
and extended envelopes of these luminous stars. The 3D
modeling is at its infancy however, only very limited and
strongly simplified models of classical Cepheids/RR Lyr-
type stars were computed so far (e.g. Geroux & Deupree
2015; Mundprecht, Muthsam & Kupka 2015). The signifi-
cantly better tools are not yet available.
The amount of good quality observations of type-
II Cepheids is growing. The K2 space observations of
several type-II Cepheids are expected soon. OGLE-IV is
gathering top-quality data for hundreds of these stars
(Udalski, Szyman´ski & Szyman´ski 2015). The phenomena
of period doubling, modulation of pulsation or beat pulsa-
tion should certainly be searched for. The discovery of the
latter phenomenon, beat pulsation, would be very interest-
ing as it would allow to constrain the stellar parameters,
just as in the case of beat Cepheids and RR Lyr stars. In
the forthcoming study we plan to investigate the beat pul-
sation models in more detail and to search the OGLE data
for the candidate stars showing this form of pulsation.
5 SUMMARY
We have computed several grids of convective pulsa-
tion models of type-II Cepheids. For 0.6M⊙ models
three values of metallicity where considered ([Fe/H] =
−2.0, −1.5, −1.0), while for 0.8M⊙ models metallicity was
fixed to −1.5. Our models cover the BL Her, W Vir and
only the shortest-period RV Tau domain. Most important
findings are the following:
• In the most luminous models (L > 600 L⊙ for M =
0.6M⊙ and L > 1000 L⊙ for M = 0.8M⊙), dynamical in-
stability arises during the model integration, which leads to
the decoupling of the outermost model layers and prevents
computation of the luminous RV Tau-type models. This dy-
namical instability may be connected to pulsation driven
mass loss.
• The models are strongly non-linear. Significant period
changes with respect to the linear period values are com-
puted. Both period lengthening and period shortening is
possible. For the most luminous models considered, the pul-
sation period changes may be as large as ±15 per cent.
These changes however, should not affect the linear period-
luminosity relations significantly.
• The models predict two large domains in the HR dia-
gram in which period doubling alternations occur.
• The low luminosity period doubling domain extends
vertically in the HR diagram from BL Her to short-period
W Vir domain. Pulsation periods are in a range 2−6.5 d (see
Tab. 1 for more details). It is the same domain as computed
by Buchler & Moskalik (1992), who predicted the existence
of period doubled BL Her stars. Their prediction was con-
firmed with the discovery of the first period doubled BL Her
star, T2CEP-279 (Soszyn´ski et al. 2011). The other star ob-
served by the OGLE project is a strong candidate. In this
domain period doubling behaviour is caused by the 3:2 res-
onance, 2ν1O = 3νF.
• The second period doubling domain extends at higher
luminosities and longer periods, in the W Vir domain (P >
9.5 d, see Tab. 1 for more details). Its extent could not be
determined, due to dynamic instability preventing compu-
tation of very luminous models. The radiative models of
Kova´cs & Buchler (1988) most likely correspond to the same
domain. Period doubling behaviour is likely caused by the
5:2 resonance, 2ν2O = 5νF.
• Double-mode pulsation in the fundamental mode and
in the fourth overtone was computed. This form of pulsa-
tion was detected only in the more massive (0.8M⊙) mod-
els, adjacent to the blue edge of the IS (fundamental mode
periods ∼ 5.6 − 6.8 d, period ratio P4O/PF ≈ 0.3, Tab. 3).
Amplitude of the fourth overtone is small, up to 2 per cent
of the fundamental mode amplitude. The fourth overtone
is a surface mode, trapped between the surface and partial
hydrogen ionization region. The origin of the beat pulsa-
tion is likely non-resonant. Detailed study of these models,
search for additional models showing this form of pulsation,
as well as analysis of observational data is ongoing and will
be reported elsewhere.
• Single-mode pulsation in the fourth overtone is also pos-
sible on the hot side of the instability strip. Expected am-
plitudes are small however. Properties of such models and
prospects of detecting such form of pulsation will be dis-
cussed elsewhere.
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• In very small domain (∼ 10-K wide) within the instabil-
ity strip small-amplitude modulation of pulsation is possible.
The models are of W Vir type, typical pulsation periods are
∼ 9−10 d, while modulation periods are several times longer
(Tab. 2).
• The shape of the radius variation curves is affected by
the two 2:1 resonances, similar as in the case of Hertzsprung
bump progression in classical Cepheids. The resonance with
the second overtone, ν2O = 2νF, affects the radius variation
curves in the BL Her pulsation domain, while the resonance
with the first overtone, ν1O = 2νF, is operational in the
W Vir domain.
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